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 CIBIDPW AB- AUTOMATIC BARREL FILLING MACHINE 
         

Features 
The Automatic Barrel Filling Machine, also known as a drum filler, is a 
versatile and efficient solution for filling various liquids with different 
viscosities. Its top-filling design offers a range of features to streamline 
the filling process. 
 
This machine excels in precision with its ability to automatically subtract 
the weight of the container, ensuring accurate measurements. Users can 
customize the desired liquid weight within the weighing scope, allowing 
flexibility in filling quantities. To prevent overfilling, the machine 
automatically adjusts the filling speed, providing a fast or slow option. 
 
Operators benefit from the displayed statistical data, including cumulative 
filling frequency and total filling weight. Additionally, the machine is 
equipped with a printer output interface for documentation purposes. It 
incorporates imported weight instruments and sensors for reliable 
performance. 
 

 User Friendly Design 

 Wide range of Drum filling settings, for various settings. 

 Automatic Container Tare Function 

 Various Interfaces, Rs232/Printer/Modbus/4 to 20 MA etc 

 Fast feed ,Slow feeds  Auto Cut off, Recording , With Multi Mode 

Function to ensure Accuracy in Every Fill.                                       

Application                     
Industries like Oil, chemicals, paints, and more. 

Specification 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MAKE CIBI 

MODEL DPW AB FILLING MACHINE  

MAX.CAPACITY(g) 25kgx20g  To 300kgx100g 

No of heads 1 

PLATFORM SIZE 
ROLLER BED 600X600mm   

 (TO MATCH WITH EXISTING CONVEYOR) 

CONTROLLER MICRO PROCESSOR 

PRODUCTION CAPACITY 40-100 PER HOUR 

WEIGHT UNITS Kg, 

OPERATING TEMPERATURE 0˚C ~40˚C 

POWER AC 220~240, 50/60Hz 
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Why Choose products of giri brothers. 

1) All the scales are tested up to full load (apart from the other test)  

2) All commercial weighing machines & measures ,will be accompanied by verification certificate , issued by the 

department of legal metrology, valid through out tamil nadu ,government of india. ( For other states in India, we 

will arrange our network , for the stamping) 

3) Warranty  & service support– We assure you the best after sales support. Our reputation is service . We offer 

service at your door step(Chennai only), for our industrial range of products. We stock enough spares (10 years 

minimum) , eliminating the disadvantage of an International brand.  

4) After the warranty period , we would remind you with the renewal of your w& m certification. Periodical 

maintenance schemes also available. 

 

The most important thing , we were listening to the customers for the past 46 years, 

and we will have someone to render service , in the future decades to go. 

 


